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Here's an exciting opportunity to acquire a well-
established business in the heart of the Hunter
Valley/Newcastle region in New South Wales.
Are you looking to step into the lucrative world of mortgage brokerage? Here's an exciting opportunity
to acquire a well-established business in the heart of the Hunter Valley/Newcastle region in New South
Wales.

We are pleased to present this small mortgage brokerage business for sale with significant potential.
Boasting an exceptional reputation and a loyal client base, this business offers a solid foundation for
growth and success.

Key Features:

Established Presence: With years of operation under its belt, this brokerage has built a strong presence
in the local market, earning trust and loyalty from clients.
Excellent Customer Reviews: Renowned for its exceptional customer service and dedication to client
satisfaction, this brokerage enjoys rave reviews and positive word-of-mouth referrals.
Home-Based Business: Operating from the comfort of a home office, this business offers flexibility and
low overhead costs, making it an attractive proposition for entrepreneurs seeking a work-life balance.
Part-Time Operation: Currently operated on a part-time basis by the owner, there's ample opportunity
to scale up operations with a full-time commitment.
Relocatable: The business can easily relocate, offering flexibility to operate from anywhere, catering to
a wider geographic area beyond the current market.
Untapped Potential: With the mortgage industry experiencing steady growth, there's immense
potential for expansion and increased revenue generation.

Sale Includes:

Established client base
Fully functional website and online presence
Transfer of business assets
Training and support during the transition period

Whether you're an experienced mortgage broker looking to expand your portfolio or an aspiring
entrepreneur ready to enter the thriving finance industry, this business offers an excellent opportunity
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for growth and success.

Don't miss out on this chance to acquire a reputable mortgage brokerage in a prime location. Contact
us today to express your interest and take the first step towards owning a successful business in the
finance sector.
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